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My first experience of Channel crossing was in 1937. At that time
Nazi Germany was an ever growing European threat. The mood in
Britain vis-à-vis Germans was more than strained. My host, a country
doctor in Wiltshire, was advised by his neighbours that he would, as
usual, be very welcome with his family for holiday tea parties, but
only without that seventeen-year-old boy from Germany. He felt,
however, that hospitality to a young foreigner, wherever he comes
from, took priority over the danger of a temporary alienation from
good old neighbours.

Ten years passed. We all know the course of history. Then, after
the war, Robert Birley, Director of Education in the British Zone and
later headmaster of Eton College, and Lilo Milchsack, wife of a
prominent Düsseldorf businessman, created the Königswinter
Conferences, something unique in European bilateral relations.
British habits of political debate and parliamentary encounter had
more influence on the atmosphere of a newly emerging second
democracy on German soil than any kind of American so-called re-
education or French Gaullism. The Germans, on the other hand, were
heading for a Channel-crossing Europe. Among my friends and gen-
erational colleagues there was no doubt whatsoever that Europe
could not come into being without Britain. We had difficulty in
understanding the deeply rooted sense of British distance from
Europe. Even less could we anticipate an exclusion of Britain by
France, its long-standing partner, in 1963. Against all the odds, dur-
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ing a very different period of history, such feelings survived strong-
ly during the last half century. In the long run, I hope, they may
prove not to be condemned to complete irrelevance. 

But is it madness to believe in a pro-European Channel crossing
right now? At present, Europe is at a historical crossroads. Within a
few days the EU will be enlarged from fifteen to twenty-five mem-
bers. Will this make the Channel narrower or wider? And what about
the draft of a European constitution? Is this not going to solidify the
famous fog in Channel, whose main raison d’être is to isolate the
Continent? Is Britain to become a strong European co-leader, or just
a looker-on, legally inside, but mentally outside? How is the key
question in a referendum going to be formulated? ‘The UK in or out
of Europe?’ Let me try, for a moment, to get away from media head-
lines and to deal with our present challenges, not with enthusiasm or
pessimism, but rather more soberly.

The EU is heading for its largest expansion ever, by seventy-five mil-
lion people and one third of its territory, but only five per cent of the
present GDP. In other words, a large part of Europe with low living
standards and widespread unemployment will join us. Originally, a
one-by-one regatta method for the process of enlargement was in-
tended. It would have been highly preferable economically, but
proved to be politically unattainable. The new entity looks over-
loaded and fragile. In the meantime, however, most of the new mem-
bers have been working hard to transform their former COMECON
economies so that they comply with the rules and habits of the EU.
They have had to cope with some 80,000 pages of our acquis commu-
nautaire, the EU’s body of treaties, laws, and regulations which binds
all the member states together. Some of the new members have gone
through a daring process of hard economic exposure to market con-
ditions. You may have heard about the Polish Minister Leszek
Balcerowicz who has been proposed for the Nobel Prize in
Economics because of his success in transforming a ‘fish soup into a
goldfish bowl’. Simultaneously, some of the old EU members, espe-
cially the larger ones such as France and Germany, Italy and Spain,
are struggling less successfully, suffering from jams in their domes-
tic, economic, and social reforms. In the UK at present we are wit-
nessing a growing debate on economic migrants. In Germany the
focus is on the emigration of entrepreneurs who are leaving the coun-
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try in order to find places for investment with lower job costs.
Jacques Delors, former President of the European Commission, pre-
dicted that it will be at least two decades before an enlarged Europe
has learned to stand and move. Once more, we need an enormous
amount of conviction and patience.

We are obsessed by our daily difficulties which look insurmount-
able. But from the outset, European co-operation and integration had
to be seen in a long-term, historical perspective. So far, the turning
points have been 1945 and 1989. The first, in 1945, was at the end of
what General de Gaulle called the ‘thirty years war of our century’.
Since then the EU has emerged over more than four decades as a firm
European peace order, dreamt of by generations, but unprecedented
at any time in Europe or any other continent world-wide. 

There seems to be a strong tendency in some countries, including
Britain, to perceive the EU of fifteen or twenty-five members as a
large free trade area. At present it may appear as though it does not
represent much more than a unique economic entity—a single mar-
ket with an integrated foreign trade policy, common rules for com-
petition and so on, and a common currency in twelve member states.
This is in itself a historical achievement to be found nowhere else
around the globe. But in reality it is much more. From the start its
intention was political. It started with Belgium, France, West
Germany, Italy, Luxemburg, and the Netherlands coming together in
the European Coal and Steel Community, established in 1952 in
order to prevent the countries of Western Europe from ever making
preparations for war against each other again. Rapprochement and
even reconciliation between France and Germany were the first pri-
orities to benefit both countries. A victim at the start, France emerged
as one of the victorious powers of the Second World War, but with-
out being accepted by its partners across the Channel and the
Atlantic. France therefore sought new ways of finding a significant
voice for itself in global affairs. It asked for, and received, the leading
role among the first six community partners in order to use it as a
tailwind, acting in the name of Europe but remaining sufficiently
French in its perception.

For the Germans, community membership was the first step
towards international re-admission. The 1919 Paris Peace Treaties
had not ended, but rather re-invigorated, discord on the Continent.
We may recall the assessment of the Versailles Treaty by a prominent
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member of the British delegation, Lord Keynes, who said that the
treaty was born ‘without nobility, without morality, without intel-
lect’. But forty years later, lessons from century-long nationalistic
outrages and crimes had been learned. A transnational rapprochement
developed swiftly under the pressing influence of the emerging Cold
War and the Iron Curtain dividing Europe and Germany. The vision
of Jean Monnet, Winston Churchill, and, in fact, also of the Marshall
Plan could materialize only in the West. 

But their vision survived up to 1989, the second European turning
point: the end of the Cold War. It led to the present process of
enlargement. None of the fifteen old members were opposed. But
among them there are substantially different hopes and apprehen-
sions vis-à-vis this development and its impact on a common
European future. Most new members belong to Central Europe.
Their tragedy in the post-war period was, in the words of Milan
Kundera, to belong culturally to the West, politically to the East, and
geographically to the centre. Now it is the aim of these new member
countries to harmonize their policy with their culture and geography.
Long before 9/11 and the Iraq war their aim was partnership in
Euro–Atlantic institutions. In the light of their experiences under
Soviet dictatorship, their first demand was for security. Democracy,
the market economy, and prosperity were empty words without
security. NATO had priority ahead of the EU. This was their transat-
lantic option. It required a certain amount of political courage
because it is not automatically very popular at home; nor does it nec-
essarily correlate with their future interests. Their long-term eco-
nomic and political outlook envisages Europe rather than the USA. 

All this has been embedded in global events since 2001. Immedi-
ately after 9/11 all NATO partners pledged full solidarity with the
USA under Article V of the NATO treaty. US Deputy Secretary of
Defence Paul Wolfowitz went from the Pentagon to Brussels and
thanked them, but pointed out that their solidarity was not needed.
Alliances of the willing came into being. Germany assumed a leading
role in participation against the Taliban and terrorists in Afghanistan.
But France and Germany did not believe that all means short of war
had been exhausted against the dangers posed by Iraq. France was
prepared to veto an Iraq war mandate by the Security Council. In
addition, an ominous notion of a Paris–Berlin–Moscow axis led to
clear-cut divisions in Europe. The famous open letter of 30 January
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2003 from eight European leaders, ‘United we stand’, a Spanish–British
initiative, was signed by Warsaw, Prague, and Budapest without
informing the European Presidency and Commission. ‘The medium is
the message’, we were told when we discovered the letter in our news-
papers. Europe no longer seemed to exist. US Secretary of Defence
Donald Rumsfeld was satisfied. The war started.

In the meantime Europe is undergoing a learning process. The
conflict among Europeans over Iraq proved to be a very heavy bur-
den. A rift between the Europeans would be a catastrophe. The Iraqi
people have been liberated from a cruel and criminal dictator, but an
ongoing debate as to whether, after the military defeat of Saddam
Hussein, the world is a better place, as the White House claimed and
continues to maintain, serves nobody. We all share responsibility for
consequences in Iraq and beyond. We are all united in resisting ter-
rorism. It is different from a war waged and ended by a treaty. We
have to protect our highly vulnerable technical structures of life, our
principles. We have to demonstrate our resolve by fighting hard and
mercilessly, by close co-operation, by maintaining a steadfast posture
on our basic values and our rule of law without specific anti-enemy
penal systems like Guantanamo Bay. Appeasement will lead
nowhere. But a common effort not only to fight terrorism, but also to
deal with conditions which produce terrorism, is of paramount
importance. 

So far the Europeans seem to agree in principle. But to what extent
are they really willing and able to act together? Institutions that work
well can help immensely. I intend to deal with them at the end of this
lecture because we need first to understand the interests and chal-
lenges which the Europeans really share, whether they like it or not.
I shall mention a few in addition to our alliance against terrorism.

(a) Europe is still unable to provide sufficient peace and stability
on its own continent, in the first place in the Balkans. The decade
immediately after the end of the Cold War was marked by violence
and disintegration in the former Yugoslavia. But the EU was too
divided and too weak to protect human life, to prevent further ‘eth-
nic cleansing’, and to introduce, step by step, the rule of law, human
rights, and democratic structures in south-eastern Europe. Instead,
the leading initiatives came from the USA, which intervened in
Bosnia and Kosovo.
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Once more, transatlantic partnership proved to be strong. In order
to maintain and to improve it, Europeans will have to become fully
responsible for a peaceful future in the Balkans. In 1999 the EU
Council put an end to the Kosovo war by a mandate of the Security
Council. In the meantime, the EU has achieved a successful strategic
operation in Macedonia with the help of NATO. It is the common
task of the EU to envisage, in a long-term perspective, the inclusion
of the Balkan states in its treaties. After the present enlargement,
Romania and Bulgaria will be the next two nations to join the EU.
Thereafter Croatia may find comparable means to join somewhat
ahead of the other western Balkan states. A very, very long path lies
ahead. We all know the immense difficulties of settling border dis-
putes, clarifying the status of Kosovo, coping with a widespread sys-
tem of organized crime, and overcoming unemployment and pover-
ty. But it is our task as Europeans to carry responsibility for the fur-
ther development of the Balkans. This will ease some burdens and
strengthen our partnership.

(b) The future of the Balkans is also closely linked with a Euro-
pean task par excellence, namely, to improve relations with the Islamic
world. There are more than 1.5 billion Muslims of very different
types in Europe. Large Islamic communities exist in Britain and
Germany, in Spain and Italy, and there are even bigger ones in
France. In Bosnia-Herzegovina Europe experienced extremely heavy
confrontations with Muslims. But to the extent that these confronta-
tions included some Islamic radicalism, this was not the cause of, but
the reaction to, violence against them. As far as radical revolutionary
Muslim groupings exist, they are a threat in the first place to Europe
rather than to the USA. It is one of the most important common
European interests to build peaceful bridges with the Muslim world.
This is where the EU should soon find agreement on opening nego-
tiations with Turkey about possible Turkish membership in the fair-
ly distant future. Where is our credibility in supporting America’s
priority of promoting democracy in the Muslim world if we do not
venture every support for the present strong Turkish government,
which is democratically elected and based on an Islamic political
party?

(c) Europeans will not be able to resolve the ever more dangerous
tension between Israel and the Palestinians. Nevertheless, a Euro-
pean voice is necessary. We remain committed to the Road Map to
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Peace leading to a full and guaranteed recognition of Israel as well as
an independent Palestinian state. This cannot be achieved by ar-
rangement with one side alone. Both sides have to participate in
every step forward. Successful resistance to any kind of terrorism is
of paramount urgency. Yet the assassination of Hamas leader Sheikh
Yassin and his successor, Rantisi, this spring will produce not more
security for the people in Israel, but an enormous increase in popular
support for Hamas and a greater new danger of terrorism. In a year
of presidential elections, the USA will produce little reaction to such
developments. All the more it is our European task to speak up clear-
ly if our common effort in fighting terrorism is to be taken seriously.
The Middle East Quartet (the EU, USA, Russia, and the UN) has to be
activated. An exchange of prisoners of war between the two sides is
not a large contribution, but it does show that we can assist both
sides, as was recently achieved by the German Foreign Minister. The
results of the unofficial Geneva negotiations between Israel and
Palestine are to receive strong common European support.

(d) We no longer want to quarrel about Iraq. Saddam Hussein
was a terrible dictator, but it is an insult to Arab culture to see him as
representing its values. On the contrary, Saddam killed thousands of
pious Muslim believers. The Iraq war is not a war of religion. Its con-
sequences should not be regarded as a clash of civilizations if we
behave reasonably in terms of democratic missionary work in the
Arab world. The long-term future of Iraq will not be fought out
between East and West, but between Shiites, Sunnites, Kurds, Arabs,
Baath Party followers, and democrats.

(e) In this year’s G8 summit a strategy for the Greater Middle East
tops the agenda. It could develop into a test case for a constructive
multilateral approach, and multilateralism is our common European
aim. Co-operation should be based in the first place on proposals
coming from the region itself and on the United Nations’ develop-
ment programme, including education, health, women’s rights, the
environment, and free trade instead of a purely G8 or G7 Western
invention, mainly as a support for Egyptian and Israeli industry. A
Middle Eastern organ for the distribution of means would be helpful,
like the one known to the Europeans at the time of Marshall Aid. A
strong European voice is required. The EU member states are the
Middle East’s largest trade partners and by far the biggest providers
of development assistance.
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(f) Another European task is linked to Iran. Iran is not only a dan-
gerous, but also a highly endangered, place. The country is far from
having what a free and tolerant democracy requires. At the same time
this old, large, and cultured nation is isolated, belonging neither to the
Arabs, nor to the subcontinent, nor to the newly independent former
Soviet provinces. It is surrounded by nuclear weaponry from Russia,
Pakistan, India, Israel, and the occupation forces in Iraq. Iranian efforts
for self-preservation have a security and an economic side. It is our
European task actively to combine the two. This means strict control
by the International Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna of the Iranian
use of nuclear material and, at the same time, re-opening negotiations
on EU–Iran economic relations, rather than the US alternative of forc-
ing the UN Security Council to take resolutions linked with new sanc-
tions against Tehran. The visit of the three European Foreign Ministers
from London, Paris, and Berlin in October 2003 was an extremely
important step, but not the last one to be taken in that direction.

(g) I cannot possibly deal with all the global challenges that the
Europeans share. However, there will be a large degree of conformi-
ty among EU members, including most of the new members, from
the outset. This applies to questions such as: stimulating world trade
negotiations, mainly by invigorating EU attempts to reform agricul-
ture in order to avoid another failure like the Word Trade Organ-
ization (WTO) Cancun meeting in 2003; the Kyoto protocol on green-
house gas emissions, where Putin’s signature might be an incentive
for the EU to facilitate future Russian membership in the WTO; the
International Criminal Court; coping with the threat of reduced oil
production and rising oil prices because of a dollar which has been
devalued by one third over two years and is a disadvantage to the
OPEC countries, linked to America’s ever-mounting budget and
trade deficits, financed for how long and by whom?

In my view Europe is confronted with an overwhelming collec-
tion of tasks and challenges which are uniting rather than divisive.
They will encourage, or even force, EU member states to co-operate,
not just spontaneously as cases arise, but in a well prepared, organ-
ized, and to a certain extent even institutionalized form. I return once
more to the constitutional process. Does the draft for an EU constitu-
tion endanger British sovereignty? Under the Irish presidency the EU
will try to agree on a constitutional treaty. An unprecedented piece
of work has been submitted by a convention with well over a hun-
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dred representatives from the governments and parliaments of fif-
teen member states, plus accession countries, plus the European
Parliament and Commission—a de facto constituent assembly.

But is there a European demos? Do we have a European polity in
mind in order to find compromises for the draft of the convention?
At present we all share a lack of transparency, legitimacy, and
democracy within the EU. There is a sense of confusion about who
should do what in a Europe divided up into EU level, member state
level, and regional level. Recently I met a high-ranking British offi-
cial, and we talked about relations between Bavaria and Prussia. He
demonstrated sympathy for the subject by declaring that he felt at
home in Wales and in Europe.

There is widespread difficulty in understanding how the EU
works. When people are asked about their political priorities and
where Europe should act, the main areas named everywhere are
pretty much the same: internal and external security; prosperity; and
the environment. If we really want to achieve these objectives, we
need a Europe which, particularly after enlargement, remains, or
rather, becomes, capable of making decisions. In this light a number
of points are important. (1) Strengthening the European Parliament
and implementing co-decision-making as a matter of principle. We
would have liked to give the European Parliament a clear right to
choose the President of the Commission. Why should that parliament
not have the right to decide about money spent, for instance, on the
common agricultural policy? (2) More qualified majority voting in
the Council. This includes transparent, effective, and democratic vot-
ing rules which reflect the dual character of the EU as a union of
states and a union of citizens. This requires double majorities. (3)
Finally, to give a common foreign and security policy a more solid
basis and working level by having a European Foreign Minister and
a European diplomatic service.

The development of a truly common European foreign and secu-
rity policy will involve a long historical process, and nobody should
have any illusions about this. The Iraq war has been the most rele-
vant case in point. Very different positions were taken in Europe.
Member states did not really attempt any co-ordination among them-
selves first in Brussels. Instead some rushed to the support of the
USA and like-minded members of the Security Council. There were
also huge controversies about the right approach among the people
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inside most member states. In the long run, genuine European struc-
tures for a common European policy will be indispensable. But it is
not, in the first place, common institutions that will teach us to speak
with one voice, but our setbacks, our lamentable lack of influence so
long as we remain many voiced. A growing recognition of its
unavoidable common interests will teach Europe to find common
positions, and, later on, to agree on relevant common institutions.

On the way, one should not overlook a great deal of consensus
which exists in important areas of the common foreign and security
policy, such as joint actions in the Balkans, Africa, Afghanistan, and
the visit of the three foreign ministers in Tehran last autumn.
Europe’s tasks will not be restricted to soft power challenges. No
political influence will be relevant, no voice will be listened to with-
out capabilities for implementation. A common European defence
capability is not a new endeavour. In the 1950s a first attempt was
made to organize a common European defence, which was finally
prevented not in London but in Paris. Against this background it is
somewhat bizarre, in my view, that a modest attempt at a European
security and defence policy with 60,000 troops available for crisis
management should create controversy in Britain. The EU is assum-
ing a strategic dimension. This requires capabilities in the area of
security policy. It supplements the existing transatlantic security
structures by creating a strong and credible scope for action. It closes
a gap in transatlantic communications. It will contribute to a
strengthened partnership both for common action and for a helpful
and loyal division of labour. The EU has successfully achieved its
first two military operations, in Macedonia with the help of NATO,
as mentioned above, and in the Congo, in response to a request from
the United Nations. We will now have markedly to increase our
hardpower and softpower responsibility in south-eastern Europe.
The European Armament Agency will be viable by this summer.

Some weeks ago there was a meeting of the British, French, and
German leaders in Berlin. Some regarded this event with consider-
able suspicion, wondering whether it was an emergent European
directorate of the Big Three. Nothing of the kind! It was not a bungle
by the Three, as Silvio Berlusconi, the Italian Prime Minister,
described it, but a necessary step towards overcoming a bungling
Europe. Britain is Europe’s leading Atlanticist, tempering tendencies
in Paris to go it alone. There can be no common defence policy with-
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out Britain, no progress inside Europe without French–German co-
operation, and no outlook for British objectives in Europe without the
two. Little will be achieved in the EU unless the three biggest Euro-
pean economies see eye to eye. 

But there is no threat of a new core Europe emerging. Any
attempt to prescribe to other EU members what they should do
would fail. In Poland, someone mentioned a new Yalta. Nothing
could be further from the truth. On the contrary, it will soon be worth
including Poland in active plans for a common foreign policy, includ-
ing an invitation for Poland to join the Three. The time for a core
Europe has passed. This idea originated partly under the influence of
the Cold War and partly under the impression that a reform of the
European institutions might fail. In the meantime, enlargement is
taking place. It is to be hoped that a constitution will be adopted.
Larger regional and global challenges have acquired an increasingly
dominant role. A core Europe with a greater decision-making capac-
ity would be unable to meet those challenges and to organize other
members of the union in a kind of backyard. 

However, the draft of the constitutional treaty provides for inten-
sified co-operation in the field of non-military and structural tasks.
The meeting of the Three is nothing but an attempt to help Brussels
with proposals and compromises which are required for both an
enlarging and a deepening union—initiatives to encourage pro-
grammes to tackle unemployment, social security, and health care,
and to create an improved business environment along the lines of
the Lisbon agenda four years ago. Our tasks, our challenges, and our
interests are forcing a European strategic dimension upon us. The
meeting of the Three was a helpful contribution towards achieving
this aim. It was a meeting unbound by treaty obligations, a search for
flexible and open voluntary co-operation. It is just one step towards
agreeing upon a European responsibility to build an international
consensus for a legitimate and humane world order. 

As for our ability to act together, we still have a long way to go.
But Europe can and must assume responsibility as one of the great
centres on earth. The globalizing world is our strictest teacher. The
way in which Europe has learned from history so far is a miracle,
possibly the most exciting one on the globe, but not without the
unique British characteristic uniting pragmatism and courage. For
the future, my confidence prevails.
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